
How the world of ministry has changed in my years of ministry 
service (1966-2008) 

 
1. Shifting demographics: 

 
a.  Population explosion  
 

i. WORLD POPULATION GROWTH 
 

  Time of Christ: 250,000,000 
  1776   1 Billion 
  World War I  2 Billion 
  World War II  3 Billion 
  1964   4 Billion 
  1985   5 Billion 

1995 6 Billion 
2008 6,785,728,850 
2025 8,674,927,348 (Projected) 
2035   10,023,000,000 (Projected) 

 
 

ii. Urbanization of the world - PERCENTAGE LIVING IN CITIES 
 

1800 3%  
  1900  14% 
  1950  33% 
  1980  40% 

2000 Approaching 50% 
2025 60% 

  Note 1. Urbanization % of USA Population has reached 79%, 19th in the world. 
  Note 2.  China today has 49 cities of 1million+ population; India 43 cities. 
 

 iii.  USA Population by Decade 
1940  132,164,569 
1950 151,325,798  (+14.5%) 
1960 178,554,966  (+8.5%) 
1970 203,302,031  (13.4%) 
1980 226,545,805  (+11.4%) 
1990 248,709,873  (+9.8%) 
2000 281,421,906  (+13.2%) 
2008 303,000,000   
2050 450,000,000+  (Projected) 

 
iv.  Philadelphia Metro Population Phila. City Population 

1930 3.3million 1.95million 
1940 3.4m  1.93m 
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1950 3.9m  2.07m 
1960 4.6m  2.0m 
1970 5.1m  1.95m 
1980 5.02m  1.68m 
1990 5.2m  1.57m 
2000  5.4m  1.448m 

 
b. Racial/ethnic diversification - By 2050 Caucasians will be only 47% of the 

population; Latinos (29%), African Americans (13%) and Asians (9%).  27% of the 
population will be foreign born, up from the current level of 11%.   

 
c. The American love affair with the automobile.   

i. From 1997-2007 the number of cars in the Pennsylvania side of the 
Philadelphia Metro area increased by 500,000 

ii. Philadelphia doesn’t have the necessary road system to sustain this type of 
growth in automobiles. 

iii. The need for a region wide light rail system utilizing the many abandoned 
train beds distributed throughout the region. 

 
d. The internet and the work from home movement – living in a virtual world. 
 
e. The paradigm of how Suburbs are created has shifted dramatically since 1950. 

 
f. Urbanization of the suburbs – the 20 minute commute rule; the emergence of the 

Edge City; what you’ll see in the next 20-30 years; what are the limits of sprawl? 
 

g. And suburbanization of the city  
 

h. The city continues to give its people to the inner suburbs; the inner suburbs give its 
people to the outer suburbs. 

 
i. Beginning in the mid-1990s we began to see a movement of suburbanites returning to 

live in the city – the Center City Condo phenomenon, students and first career people, 
and the influx of immigrant populations coming to the city. 

 
j. The myth of “Best locations” for new churches – plant on the frontiers of the new 

housing suburban developments. 
 

k. Rather, plant in the places of greatest change, which most frequently are found in the 
city.  

 
l. The disappearance of the intergenerational church and the disconnect of the new 

emerging generation. 
 

m. With the rapid tides of change in urban and metropolitan areas the life cycle of 
churches is shrinking.  We are now in the era of one generation churches – 30-35. 
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n. It’s crucial that church planters develop a theology of place – Jim Boice: “This 

People, This Time, This Place.” 
 

o. Dwight Smith: Providing every man, woman and child with repeated opportunities to 
hear, see, and respond to the gospel of Jesus Christ. 

 
p. The decline of the neighborhood/community based church to the regional, mega, 

seeker church phenomenon. 
 

q. Given the neighborhood and township configuration of the Philadelphia Metro area, 
we need to return to smaller, community rooted churches to bring incarnational 
ministry close at hand to people who are increasingly unlikely to enter the doors of 
the church. 

 
r. Watch for the emergence of the house church for reaching people on the fringe and 

the disenfranchised. 
 

s. With this trend will come growth in the number of bi-vocational pastors. 
 

t. Changing paradigms of funding church plants – the high cost model needs to change. 
 

2. “The church is always just one generation from extinction” (Eddie Gibbs).  That’s why 
it’s crucial that we have an intentional strategy for reaching and mobilizing the emerging 
generation (18-34 year olds). 

a. 28% of Philadelphia’s population are between the ages of 18 and 34. 
b. There are over 300K residents of the Philadelphia region attending college. 
c. Yet, Philly has a very low rate of retention of its college grads.  This has to do with 

the availability of viable jobs in their field. 
d. For most churches this generation is absent today. 
e. Yet 95% of church attenders came to faith in Christ before the age of 30. 
f. There are several problems that need to be explored and understood: 

i. For the first time, this generation is living in affinity neighborhoods other than 
near campuses. 

ii. The mile radius around City Hall has 50% emerging population living there. 
iii. “Friends” are clustering as never before. 
iv. Marriage is being delayed and even ignored. 
v. The “normal” family is now not married. 

vi. Outreach by this generation to this generation still goes on, but if it follows 
preceding generations it will be limited to a season. 

vii. We have done poorly in continuing evangelism after we “settled down”  
viii. Most Christians turn inward. 

g. The church has failed miserably in incorporating college grads into the life and 
ministry of the church. 

h. Churches are too often closed shops for leadership. 
i. New churches are planted by younger leaders to reach their generation. 
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i. They raise up leaders from their generation and then grow older together. 
ii. Today’s emerging generation is highly mobile.  Rarely do they return home 

for their first career, marriage and family. 
iii. We long ago lost the mentoring dynamic of Moses and Joshua, Barnabas and 

Saul, Paul and Timothy, Naomi and Ruth. 
iv. There’s great spirituality among this generation. 
v. They are moving beyond secularism 

vi. But they are exploring multiple spiritual options 
vii. “I love Jesus, but I hate the church.” 

viii. “I want to see it, not just hear about it.” 
ix. The search for community 
x. Give up the glitz, give me authenticity. 

 
3. The Proliferation of Bible translations: 

a. We’ve seen major shifts in worship styles and attendance patterns 
b. Currently, worship attendance is in free fall.  Likely under 10% in the city.  May be 

slightly higher in certain suburbs. 
c. Before 1950 KJV used almost exclusively in churches with the American Standard 

Version (1901) used as a study Bible.  I did most of my Bible memorization in the 
KJV. 

d. RSV NT: 1946, OT: 1952 – in Evangelical circles this was viewed as the liberal’s 
Bible 

e. NASB NT: 1960, OT: 1971 
f. But, the RSV and NASB continued to use old English.  This led to a movement of 

new Bibles in the language of the common man. 
g. Dynamic Equivalence Translations and Paraphrases: 

i. Good News for Modern Man: NT 1966 (American Bible Society; Eugene 
Nida-lead of the translation department); OT 1976 

ii. Living Bible (Ken Taylor): 1971 
iii. The Message (Eugene Peterson): NT 1993, OT 2002 

h. NIV: NT 1973, OT 1978 
i. ESV: 2001 
j. The world Bible translation movement with the establishment of Wycliffe Bible 

Translators in 1942 (W. Cameron Townsend) and New Tribe Missions also in 1942 
(Paul Fleming). 

 
4. The Charismatic and Body Life movements:  

a. With the new translations came a seismic shift in understanding Ephesians 4:11-12:  
i. KJV: For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the 

edifying of the body of Christ;   
ii. NASB “for the equipping of the saints for the work of service, to the building 

up of the body of Christ.” 
b. Not just tongues and prophecy; much more about spiritual gifts and every members 

involvement in ministry. 
c. Clergy centered ministry to every member ministry;  
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d. Ray Stedman’s Body Life, published in 1972 -  one body, many parts, members 
together/ 

e. Preaching as the sole paradigm of ministry to the multi-staff, diverse gifts model. 
f. Decentralization of body life to home based small groups 
g. The rise of the house church 
h. Multiple worship services, including Saturday evening. 
i. A new understanding of spiritual gifts. 
j. The disappearance of Blue Laws and Sunday as a quiet or sacred day. 

 
5. A new understanding of Mission:  

a. Colonialization to indigenization to contextualization.   
b. The epicenter of missions shifted in 1950 from Europe to the USA.   
c. That lasted only 24 years; by 1975 the sending of missionaries shifted from the USA 

to Latin America, Africa and now Asia.   
d. The high cost of Western Missions has increasingly made it difficult for the sending 

and supporting of career missionaries.   
e. A move away from career missionaries to short term missions (group mission trips) 

and connection of local church to local church vs. connection through mission 
agencies. 

f. More recently, ‘foreign missions’ has become ‘international missions’ then ‘global 
missions’ and now we speak of ‘glocal missions’. 

g. Immigrant churches are just as likely to plant churches back in their country of origin 
as they are to plant churches here. 

 
6. Shifts in leadership and theological training:  

a. Most ministry decisions are made in response to changes that happened 5+ years 
earlier 

b. Most leaders do not ask questions about how the environment will be changing in the 
next 5-10 years. 

c. We need to retrain leadership to be proactive, not reactive, engagers of the 
community and cultural change occurring around them 

d. Seminary trained leaders were taught grammatical-historical exegesis but were not 
taught to exegete culture and community.  That needs to change. 

e. The obsolescence of the MDiv program  
f. The majority of urban church leaders have not attended seminary.  More have been 

trained in Bible institutes than in seminary. 
g. The trend toward church based apprenticeship models, especially in the independent, 

mega church world, along the lines of Barnabas and Saul and Paul and Timothy. 
h. There needs to be a rediscovery of godly character as the fundamental qualification 

for leadership. 
i. We need to foster body interconnectedness to foster true life accountability and to 

provide the proper systems to sustain a life time in ministry service. 
 
7. Rediscovery of a wholistic gospel: the reuniting of Word and Deed ministry and the pursuit 

of Justice expressed in mercy; this shift is coming from dynamics on the world scene which 
is now viewed in real time throughout the world – Southern Sudan and Darfur; Myanmar; 
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West Africa and tribal wars (colonization coming home to roost).  The current debate on 
immigration, along with racial reconciliation are crucial parts of the search for justice. 

 
8. A final challenge: Fractured Unity: The decline of denominationalism and the search 

for new paradigms of interconnectedness. 
a. Ephesians 4:3 “Make every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of 

peace.” 
b. The hallmark of Philadelphia religion has been tolerance. 
c. Consequently, it’s not an accident that denominationalism was birthed in Philadelphia 
d. Philadelphia has been the epicenter of the great divides in the American Church 

i. The Racial Divide of 1792 – Richard Allen and the establishment of the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME). 

ii. The liberal-fundamentalist split of the 1920s and 30s and the negative 
influence of Carl McIntyre deeply fractured evangelical Protestantism in 
Philadelphia. 

e. The little spoken of reality of independent evangelicalism coming out of Philadelphia 
f. The need for a generous ecclesiology: one body, many parts, members together. 
g. Denominations are biblical only so far as they foster interconnectedness and 

missional partnership.   
h. They are unbiblical in so far as they limit and isolate churches from missional 

partnerships and interconnectedness. 
i. New paradigms of interconnectedness are emerging: 

i. This is an encouraging trend 
ii. Community focused alliances: eg. The Northwest Christian Alliance.  South 

Philadelphia Alliance 
iii. Missional Affinities: eg. Acts 29 churches crossing denominational lines; 

Partners in Harvest and Koinonia Fellowship of Churches. 


